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Abstract: Most impressive architectures bring perce ptual im ages from m orphological ele ments
and affect people’s feelings. Kansei, a Japanese word, m eans “consumer’s psychological feeling
and im age” and Ka nsei Engineering has translate d feelings into

specific parameters for

architectural design. Sem antic Differential Tech nique (SD) is applied for m easuring em otional
content i n where a djectives use d t o de scribe perception. The se i ssues a re i n pursuit of
methodology of ev aluating substantial imag e on Sem antics Env ironment Descri ption (SED) to
demonstrate significant correlation based on SPSS statistics by investigating restaurants as follows:
1) To con crete SD app lication for accum ulating 20 opposing seman tic ad jectives-pairs for
questionnaire. 2) To extract 3 independent factors “Evaluation, Activity, and Potency” by Factor
Analysis proc edure with Spearm an’s correlation coefficient,

K-M-O, an d Bartlett’s test

of

sphericity. 3) To em erge K ansei w ords t o exam ine m ajor fact ors responding t o dimensional
orthogonal vector-space. 4) To conclude on relationship between façades and images, and analyze
shape elements creating plus or minus image categories.

Keywords：Kansei Engineering, Semantic Differential Technique (SD), Semantics Environment
Description (SED), Image evaluation, Principal component analysis.
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1. Introduction
Osgood, Succi, & Tannenbaum (1969) developed a method of measuring the emotional content with words
more o bjectively, called ‘Seman tic Differential Technique’, which more th an 30 years later b ecame on e of th e
foundations o f Kansei

Engineering. Actually Kansei En gineering was de veloped by

Professor Misuto

Nagamachi in the early 1970s in Japan. (Simon T. W. Schtte et al., 2004)
Kansei, a J apanese wo rd, when tr anslated in to E nglish, it m eans ‘ consumer’s psych ological feeling and
image’ (Nagamachi et al., 1997). And als o Ka nsei means th e im pression which so mebody gets from a certain
artifact, environment or situation using all the senses as well as cognition.
In order to measure Kansei image, this research is engaged in pursuit of understanding cognitive image, and
predicting successful measuring methods for perspectives sentiments. The aims of this paper are to demonstrate
approaches i n Semantics Env ironment Descri ption ( SED) based o n Kansei En gineering schem a, i n q ualifying
links between architectural shape and Kansei image. By SPSS c omputer statistics, we will in vestigate restaurant
buildings on Wu-Quan Parkway in Taichung City, Taiwan for architectural- cognitive evaluation from a Kan sei
point of view as follows:
1) To scratch application for Semantic differential technique accumulating semantic adjectives pairs in order
to concrete Kansei image.
2) To build SD inquiry questionnaire for evaluating façades survey to extract a l ower number constructs in
Factor Analysis. The fundamentals are Spearman’s correlation coefficients and K-M-O measured.
3) To emerge Kansei words pairs to examine the major factors spanning dimensional orthogonal vector-space
through connecting the Semantic Space.
4) To conclude on relationship between building façade and image evaluation, and analyze different shape
elements creating plus or minus image categories.

2. Kansei theories
Design development by ‘Kansei science’ or ‘Kansei Engineering’ is a new approach. We give attention to the
behaviors of people, and study how their personal preferences to their feelings. (SeungHee Lee, 2000)
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SED em erges out of m eaningfulness of a built env ironment. (GÉZA FISCHL, 200 4), and goes thro ugh
validation process by multidimensional scaling (Gärlin g, 1976) in simulated environments (Janssens & K üller,
1986), urba n places (K üller, 1988), work environments (Jans sens & Küller, 19 89), co lor sp aces (Mik ellides,
1989), and applications are presented in Table 1.
SD scal es wer e defined wi th a number o f contrasting adjectives at e ach e nd on wh ich th e participants
checked t he position a s Kansei E valuation. All word pairs are described from a physical and a

sem antic

perspective as building a three-dimensional orthogonal vector-space.
Table 1. The applications of Kansei Engineering from Mitsuo Nagamachi.
Author
K.Nishikawa,Y.Hairasawa, and M.
Nagamachi
Yukihiro Matsubara, Mitsuo Nagamachi

Year
1996
1996

Yukihiro Matsubara,
Shigekazu Ishihara and Mitsuo Nagamachi
K.Nishikawa. Y. Hirasawa and M.
Nagamachi
Makoto ICHITSUBO, Koji Komatsu and
Mitsuo NAGAMACHI

1998
1998
1998

Topic
A study of Kansei Engineering as a Method
for Evaluating the Thermal Environment
Kansei Virtual Reality Technology and
Evaluation on Kitchen Design
A Fundamental Study on Evaluation System of
Landscape for Kansei-Analysis
A Study on Comfort of Bathroom Space on
Kansei Engineering
Kansei Designing Analysis on Basic Bridge
Struture

Resource
Human Factor in Organizational Design and
Management, Elsevier Science B. V.
Manufacturing Agility and Hybrid Automation-IR.J
Koubek and W. Karwowski (Eds) IEA Press
Human Factor in Organizational Design and
Management, Elsevier Science B. V.
Human Factor in Organizational Design and
Management, Elsevier Science B. V.
Human Factor in O rganizational Design and
Management, Elsevier Science B. V.

3. S.D Questionnaire Investigation for Kansei Image
3.1 Investigated examples
Generally speaking, many costumers approach shops because of importance of facade design matching their
images. This article explores 16 façade images of photographs for restaurant buildings on West-Three Street and
West-Four Street of Wu-Quan Parkway in Taichung City, Taiwan.

3.2 Image adjectives and semantic differential scales
Kansei words were collected by focus group with questionnaire submitted to 10 professionals. We built 20
opposing adjectives pairs (in Table 2) inquiry in 1-7 pointed interval scale from right to left with 56 participants
received effectively in accordance with first author’s research. (Tai-Fen Hung et al., 2008)
Table 2. The selected 20 adjective phrases

No.
A
01
A
02
A
03
A
04
A
05

Adjectives

Urban-Rural
Beautiful-Hideous
Brilliant-Gloomy
Glowing-Naive
Transparent-Closed

No.
A
06
A
07
A
08
A
09
A
10

Adjectives

Grand-Trifling
Vigorous-Dead
Artistic-Vulgar
Newfangled-Superannuated
Concise-Complicated

No.
A
11
A
12
A
13
A
14
A
15
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Adjectives
Delicate-Rough
Contemporary-Classical
Dynamical-Static
Symmetrical-Dissymmetrical
Gorgeous-Simple

No.
A
16
A
17
A
18
A
19
A
20

Adjectives
Individualized-general
Orderly-Chaotic
Steady-Unsteady
Sliding-Twisting
Magnificent-Undersized

3.3 Result of exploratory Factor Analysis
Exploratory F actor A nalysis (E .F.A.) is a multivariate an alysis to an alyze i nherent f actors by SP SS 12.0
statistics. Principal components analysis gives main image factors by reducing original 20 sets of adjectives.

3.3.1 Test of correlation coefficient matrix and Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
The both fundamentals of Factor Analysis are Spearman’s correlation coefficients statistically significant (p=
＜ .01**), and Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (K-M-O) value measured acceptably. The i nterpretations of t he magnitude
of K-M-O value teat are:K-M-O=80~0.89meritorious, K-M-O=0.70~0.79middling, K-M-O=0.50~0.59miserable
(Sharma, 1996). Table 3 indicates that K-M-O val ues of 16 examples are acceptable, except that E xample2 is
miserable. Total K-M-O is measured of Sampling Adequency＞0.7, and result of Bartlett’s test o f sphericity is
high significantly. Following g uideline o f Hair (2006), we id entify with communalities less th an .5 0 to d elete
indicators A06 (0.318) and A14 (0.445).

3.3.2 Factor loading analysis
1. Proper number of semantic axes factors
We used Fact or Analysis t o estab lish dimensionality with Eigen-value≧1 t o get 3 factors. Scree n plot
reveals elbow before 3rd factor, because Eigen-value of 4th factor=0.820<1, and variance=4.556% < 5%.
2. Revealed constructs of best split
This solution explains 63.00% overall variance and alpha Coefficients are 0.735, 0.814, 0.913 separately.
Cronbach α< 0. 7, an d total al pha e quals 0.931. T he 3 e xtracted factors which were lab eled, “Metal Feeling,
Physical Feeling, and Tendency Value”, spanning a three dimensional orthogonal vect or-space, are c onsidered
for Evaluation, Activity, Potency. (Simon T. W. Schtte et al., 2004)
3. Results of factor loadings
1) Factor 1- Metal Feeling (Evaluation) is co nstructed by 9 Kansei words: Th ey are belonging to cognitive
range of psychology to architectural shape, including: design style, aesthetic feeling, material, texture, color, etc.
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2) Factor 2- Physical Feeling (Activity) is defined by 5 Kansei words: These adjectives describe physics
description characteristics abo ut building volume and construction; except “A 08 artistic-vulgar” psychological
relatively.
3) Factor 3- Tendency Value (Potency) is formed by 4 Kansei words: These sem antic adjectives a re of high
relevance with the value scene of the building or fashion ability. (Total results are summarized in Table 4)

3.3.3 Analysis of individual example semantic
According t o image category a nd factor sc ore i n Ta ble 5 ; i t i s generalized o f t hese fi ndings by analyzing
individual image evaluation corresponding to Semantic Space factors in Table 7.
Table3. K-M -O and Bartlett's test
Example01 E
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of
Sampling Adequancy.
Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity--Approx.Chi-Square

xample02 E

xamle04

xample06 E

xample07 E

xample08

.586 0

.805 0

.751 0

.760 0

.795 0

.755 0

.790

420.029 39

2.301 60

7.047 50

5.873 62

7.152 64

5.290 54

1.487 58

1.643

xample10 E

xample11 E

xamle12

Example13 E

xample14 E

xample15 E

xample16

0.888 0

.844 0

.784 0

.843 0

.826 0

.854 0

.862 0

.861

780.465 76

0.311 59

5.450 69

4.622 60

3.966 63

4.752 64

2.282 64

5.597

Table 4. Factor loadings after Varimax rotation
Factor
name

Example05 E

0.743 0

Example09 E
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of
Sampling Adequancy.
Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity--Approx.Chi-Square

xample03 E

Semantic Adjectives

A05
Transparent-Closed
Metal
A01 Urban-Rural
Feeling A
03 Brilliant-Gloomy
(Evaluation) A 12 Contemporary-Classical
A
02 Beautiful-Hideous
A09
Newfangled-Superannuated
A0
7 Vigorous-Dead
A10
Concise-Complicated
A1
1 Delicate-Rough
A
18 Steady-Unsteady
Physical
A17 Orderly-Chaotic
Feeling A1
9 Sliding-Twisting
(Activity) A 20 Magnificent-Undersized
A0
8 Artistic-Vulgar
A
15 Gorgeous-Simple
Tendency
A13 Dynamical-Static
Value A
04 Glowing-Naive
(Potency) A1 6 Individual-General
Eigen values
% of Variance

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Communality

Table 5. Image category and factor score
for analysis

0.769 0 .167 0
0.753 0 .117 0
0.75
0.161 0
0.722 0 .125 0
0.67
0.376 0

.176 0
.134 0
.314 0
.297 0
.296 0

.633
.587
.683
.613
.672

REGR factor REGR factor REGR factor
score 1 for
score 2 for
score 3 for
analysis 1
analysis 1
analysis 1
1
-0.231 0
.237
-0.758
20
.439
-0.432
-0.467
3 -0
.678
0.279 -0
.522
4 -0
.419
-0.126
0.221
5 -0
.081
-0.219 -0
.263

0.653 0

.318 0

.413 0

.697

6 -0

.723

0.591 0
0.584 0
0.523 0
-0.015
0.436
0.148
0.111
0.509
0.121
0.459
0.525
0.231
8.489 1
28.43%

.116 0
.553 -0
.521 0
0.807 0
0.723 0
0.666 0
0.661 0
0.517 0
0.32
0.02
0.056
0.392
.765 1
19.43%

.544 0 .666
.177 0.652
.309 0 .622
.076 0 .615
.012 0 .726
.251 0 .540
.346 0 .547
.322 0 .613
0.724 0 .643
0.613 0 .580
0.563 0 .582
0.546 0 .485
.086
15.13%

70
80
9
10 0
11
12 -0
13 -0
14
15 -0

.678
.487
0.356
.023
1.187 -0
.942
.239
0.392
.173

Cumulative %
28.43% 47. 87% 63.00%

KMO
0.946
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Ap prox. Chi-Squre
= 8783.674
Sig. ( p= ＜ .00* **)
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Example

16

0.496 -0
-0.098
-0.126 0
0.081
0.796
.039
-1.044
-0.139
0.273
0.105
-0 .077

-0.105

.206
-0.161
.264
0.040
-0.290
0.590
0.115
0.452
0.385
0.477
0.052

Table 6. Factor transformation
matrix
Factor
1

1

2

3

.725

.508

.466

2

-.462

.860

-.219

3

-.512

-.056

.857

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring. Ro tation
Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization

1. Example 9 an d E xample 1 4 i mpress people st rongest Metal Feelin g, Ph ysical Feeling and highest
Tendency Value.
Elements of Example 9 consist of: timber floor, slice of glass, vertical stuff, stucco washing, white and green
color. Shape elements of Example 14 are constituted to: veranda of oblique entry, semicircle arch window, glass
windowsill, semicircle arch, whitewashed, timber, white color, etc.
2. Example 10 impresses plus Metal Feeling, plus Physical Feeling and minus Tendency Value.
The m odern s hape elem ents of E xample 10 a re c onstructed from: eno rmous N frame ent ry, ex posed
horizontal beams, steel tube railing, horizontal belt stone, imitating brick, white and gray color, etc.
3. Example 8 and Example 11 impress plus Metal Feeling, minus Physical Feeling and plus Tendency Value.
The shape elements of E xample 8 are com posed of: re ctangular glas s curtain, c oncrete signboa rd, steel ,
cement, white and brown color, etc. And shape elements of Example 11 are made of: glass curtain wall, spatial
extensity, the mass of rectangle solids, stucco washing, white and red color, etc.
Table 7. Example Semantic-Space configuration
Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Example

Metal Feeling+

Physical Feeling+ T

endency Value+

9

Metal Feeing+

Physical Feeling+ T

endency Value-

10

Metal Feeling+

Physical Feeling- T

endency Value+

8

11

Metal Feeling+

Physical Feeling- T

endency Value-

2

7

Metal Feeling-

Physical Feeling-

Tendency Value-

5

Metal Feeling-

Physical Feeling-

Tendency Value+

4

12

13

Metal Feeling-

Physical Feeing+

Tendency Value-

1

3

6

Metal Feeling-

Physical Feeling+ T

14

endency Value+ 15
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4. Example 2 and Example 7 affect people plus Metal Feeling, minus Physical Feeling and minus Tendency
Value.
The Shape elements of E xample 2 com prise: cuboids, ob lique rain drips, large mass, eaves, cement, glass,
false g lazed tiles, gray and green co lor, etc. Th e sh ape elements o f Ex ample 7 are: rectan gular glass, du ll and
stereotyped frame of twill, rectangular windows, canvas, glass, white and blue color, etc.

4. Discussion and conclusion
We have conclude from these observations that impression rated by using Semantic Differential Technique
(SD) structure in Kansei model demonstrates high valid and reliable measurements, and relevance between the
Kansei image an d façad e ev aluation is m ore qu alitatively and objectively. Th is research con ceived the id ea of
SD technique for application to evaluate architectural image constructed with a scientific and objective approach.

Future resea rch can be ad dressed t o f urther understand t he di fferences of t estee's i nfluential cu es a nd
attributes of background. Not o nly by fo cus gr oup an alysis, bu t also by con structing ap propriate K ansei p airs
through literature review, we could inc rease the wides pread of adjectives. It is also important t o distinguis h
stimuli by high similarity, and contrast with the classifications of architectural shape design by cluster analysis
with Ward l aw of t he i mage cha racteristics. T hese contributions f rom t his research towards m ethodologies o f
qualifying links bet ween a rchitectural s hape a nd Ka nsei im age b y application of Sem antic Di fferential
Technique can be divided into four parts as follows:

1. The semantic adjectives evaluation demonstrates high statistical correlation.
It is an in

evitable reality th at Sp earman’s co rrelation co efficients for sem antic p airs are consid ered

statistically sig nificant t o con crete th e fund amental o f Factor Analysis. Eac h K- M-O m easured of Sampling
Adequency displays between 0.751 and 0.882 (greater than 0.7) and Bartlett’s test of sphericity (> 390) is high
valued quantitatively.
2. E.F.A. analysis summarizes three factors with high validity and reliability.
Exploratory F actor Anal ysis (E.F.A.) re vealed a c onstruct structure of ratin g sem antic ad jectives, and it
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extracted three factors- Metal Feeling (contribution ratio: 28.43%), Physical Feeling (19.43%), Tendency Value
(15.13%).

Furthermore Cumulative contribution of 3 factors approves variance achievement 63.00%. Besi des

total reliability investigation calculating Cronbach’s alpha achieves 0.931 high degrees of acceptability.
3. This three extracted factors are corresponding to Semantic Space.
That three factors “Metal Feeling,

Physical Feeli ng, Ten dency Value” rep resent “Ev aluation, Activ ity,

Potency” associated with three factors of Semantic Sp ace fo rmulated by O sgood (1957) or iginally. Moreover,
these Kansei words have illustrated this three constructs with individual semantics absolutely.
4. Different shape elements create plus or minus image categories.
Kansei im ages are sym bolized of desi gn e lements co nscientiously by factor l oading fo r individual im age
category- plus or m inus M etal Feel ing, Physical Feel ing a nd Tendency Val ue. The se resea rch p ursuits have
made s ome co ntribution by s tatistic com puter-aided a rchitectural design. E xample 9 and Example 14 im press
people strongest Metal Feeling, Physical Feeling and highest Tendency Value extremely.
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